ABOUT
THE
AGENCY

Gordost is a creative branding agency from Yekaterinburg, which
combines striking creative potential and successful experience of
launching on the market, development and capitalization of local and
federal-level brands. We create bold, vibrant, sensual and meaningful
brands, always ensuring the recognition of the target audience.

WHAT
WE DO

Our main specialization is Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) development in the fields of corporative branding and visual communications. Dealing with different branches of the market helps us to
meet client’s requirements and select the most efficient promotion
strategy for every single product or service. In our work we rely on
expert opinions of specialists, marketing researches and knowledge of
Russian and international business contexts.
Gordost (pride) is our driving force in development and launching our
projects. We strive to share this feeling with our clients and likeminded people. We create vibrant and memorable images.

BRANDING
SERVICES
LIST:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer branding;
Corporate branding;
Retail-branding;
Brand audit, research and analysis;
brand positioning;
communicative strategy;
development of attributes and visual identification of a brand,
strategy for creative brand promotion;

OUR CLIENTS

We are proud to work with regional, federal and even
transcontinental companies, guided by the principle of
maximal correspondence of our products to the clients’
needs and the expectations of the target audience.

EHRMANN.
PACKAGE REDESIGN FOR
YOGURT ALPENLAND

SITUATION
The Russian office of the German company Ehrmann, founded in 1920,
contacted the branding agency “Gordost” in order to update the packaging design for a line of yogurt products Alpenland.
TASK
The main goal of the new design is to strengthen the associations with
the alpine origin of the product, as well as the feeling of belonging to a
European brand with a rich history. Preservation of continuity with the
previous design and positions in affordable segment is one of the important aspects in the development. Laconic design needs to be supplemented with an image of fruit contained in the product, which will
accentuate the naturalness, freshness and taste of the yogurt.
SOLUTION
The result of the agency’s work is a design in a classical European style,
corresponding to the yogurt category with easily readable names and
markings. The Alpenland logo with a stylized image of the Alpine peaks
strengthens the credibility of the brand. The landscape of the Alps on
the logo becomes part of the background image as an additional association with the country of origin and the history of the brand. Blue and
green colors make a distinction between the yogurt’s fat percentage
and laconically integrate into the overall range. Large and bright images
of fruits and berries allow the consumer to instantly choose the preferred taste.

CLIENT

«Ehrmann», Russia

TASK

Packaging design, 10 SKU

CLIENT

«Ehrmann», Russia

TASK

Packaging design, 10 SKU

CLIENT

«Ehrmann», Russia

TASK

Packaging design, 10 SKU

FRATELLI SPIRINI SOFT
CHEESE DESIGN PACK: LET
THE COWS SELL!

SITUATION. INCREASING SALES.
Fratelli Spirini cheese dairy has been producing cheese using an authentic Italian technology since 2012. A large amount of the company’s sales
is actualized via the HoReCa segment. At a certain time the dairy owners decided to increase their share of retail sales, and that is when there
appeared a need for a package that would comply with the brand’s
values.
OBJECTIVE. SHAPE FOR CONTENT.
“Gordost” branding agency set a goal to develop a design for a soft
cheese package taking into account its presence in retail trade networks. During the period of launch, the pack is urged to be the main
selling driver.
SOLUTION. CHEESE LOVERS’ ATTENTION FOCUSING.
The design effect of Fratelli Spirini pack is based on the combination
of black and white graphics and a distinctive holder case. The pack is
complemented with outside parts creating an image of a cute cow.
Therefore its design lays stress on the natural milk origin of the cheese:
as if cows not only produce cheese, but also sell it with no middlemen
involved. The holder case with the cut shapes of ears and horns make
the product stand out on a store shelf in a profitable way and the color
stresses allow differentiating all the cheese kinds easily. The presence of
an Italian flag image and a food zone in its colors work as an additional
marker of the manufacturing process inspired by the traditional Italian
cheese-making.

CLIENT

Fratelli Spirini cheese dairy,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Design of soft cheese packaging

CLIENT

Fratelli Spirini cheese dairy,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Design of soft cheese packaging

CLIENT

Fratelli Spirini cheese dairy,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Design of soft cheese packaging

CELEBRI-TEA
PACKAGING DESIGN

The unique traditions of tea drinking were born in England. For several
centuries the English have been fond of tea, making it a habit to have
their favorite drink up to three times a day. The famous 5 o’clock tea is
not only a tribute to this tradition, but also a way to take a break from
work, take your mind off the worries, and spend time with friends and
family. In England, tea has become a truly national drink, that’s why the
English theme in the concept of the tea package design looks absolutely
organic.
The pack with portraits of world-famous characters of the British
culture instantly attracts attention and evokes sympathy. You have to
agree, it’s nice to be drinking tea in the company of the queen herself!
In addition to Elizabeth II, the design of the range also presents images
of John Lennon, William Shakespeare and Benedict Cumberbatch - the
main actor in the “Sherlock” series. Brewing a portion of this flavored
tea, the consumer finds themself in an excellent English company.
Each image is made in the shape of scattered tea and supplemented
with accessories such as fruits, berries, leaves that are all part of the
drink. The taste differentiation is reflected in a pun-like manner through
the characters’ names, as well as the colored stripes at the bottom of
the package. Moreover, the diversity of the lineup highlights the taste
preferences of its characters. Restrained typography emphasizes the
traditional high quality of the product and serves as a marker for the
refined British style.

CONCEPT DESIGN
CELEBRI-TEA

TASK

Tea packaging design,
4 SKU

CONCEPT DESIGN
CELEBRI-TEA

TASK

Tea packaging design,
4 SKU

SEA SALT
PACKAGING DESIGN

SITUATION
X5 Retail Group decided to issue salt in the middle price segment
through retail network “Pyatyorochka”.
TASK
The package should be created with the use of light colors and framed
in a modern style with an emphasis on the naturalness of the product. A window on the front side through which the product can be seen
should be an additional incentive to buying the product.
SOLUTION
In the design, different meanings of the Russian word “соль” (“salt”) are
played with: salt as a product and the musical note G (“sol”). The window cut on the front of the package is shaped as a note. The musical
staff simulates a wave, hinting at the sea origin of the salt. General color
scheme and the lighthouse logo also create associations with the sea.
As bright elements of design which would complement the positive image product, we made the green twigs of rosemary stand out as well as
the branding phrase “Originally from Israel”.

CLIENT

Х5 Retail Group,
Moscow

TASK

Sea salt
packaging design

CLIENT

Х5 Retail Group,
Moscow

TASK

Sea salt
packaging design

THE MIRATORG.
PACKAGING DESIGN FOR
THE LOW & SLOW MEAT.

BRIEF
The Miratorg agroindustrial group is one of the leading domestic manufacturers and suppliers of meat. The company asked the Gordost brand
agency to design packaging of six absolutely new products.
IDEA
As the consumer was to get acquainted with the unique product at the
Russian market - the stewed meat - the packaging had to attract attention and stand out among the competitors’ products, as well as remain
understandable without losing the conservative part of the target audience. The general task was to find the balance between these elements.
While working out this task the leading positions of the brand were taken in consideration, as the brand lovers choose the exceptional quality
of products prepared from the best raw materials with perfectly matching ingredients. At the same time, they appreciate the small amount of
time and effort spent on cooking.
SOLUTION
To achieve the needed result, it was decided to use natural minimalism
rather than traditional “home” serving. Shale rock was chosen as a basic
element of the packaging design. The volcanic origin of the rock symbolizes the process of cooking meat on a slow fire. Homogeneous structure and black color of the natural material complement the image and
make the dish aesthetically appealing. As a result, the restrained packaging design and the absence of additional elements do not distract
consumers, and the delicious taste meets the expectations of the most
sophisticated gourmets.

CLIENT

The Miratorg agroindustrial
group , Moscow

TASK

Low&Slow meat
packaging design, 6 SKU

CLIENT

The Miratorg agroindustrial
group , Moscow

TASK

Low&Slow meat
packaging design, 6 SKU

CLIENT

The Miratorg agroindustrial
group , Moscow

TASK

Low&Slow meat
packaging design, 6 SKU

PACKAGING DESIGN OF THE
ITALIAN LEMON LIQUOR

Limoncello, Italian lemon liquor, is one of the most charming drinks in
the world. This bright, fragrant and tonic elixir is created by infusing
lemon peels and is used as a digestive, a dessert or cocktail component.
Our packaging design for limoncello pleases the eye with shades of yellow color, conveying the sunny atmosphere of southern Italy. A special
touch is a filler for boxes in which each bottle of liquor is sold. Put in a
box with dried lemon peels, bottles look even more authentic and show
to advantage. The case when the form fits the content.

CLIENT

Restaurants association Rest
House, Yekaterinburg

TASK

Italian lemon liquor
packaging design

CLIENT

Restaurants association Rest
House, Yekaterinburg

TASK

Italian lemon liquor
packaging design

CLIENT

Restaurants association Rest
House, Yekaterinburg

TASK

Italian lemon liquor
packaging design

YOU CAN SMILE!
SMILY CAN.

OBJECTIVE
The prime objective for Smily can design was establishing an instant and effective visual communication with the target audience –
open-minded consumers and also to stand out among motley packaging.
IDEA
The idea was finding the best and unique eye-stopper to stand out.
The researches of the brain activity reveal Pareidolia – a psychological
phenomenon when the mind perceives a familiar pattern of something
where none actually exists – in our case a face on the can.
SOLUTION
On the front side a half-opened lid forms a smile, the key resembles a
nose, and the tin’s contents – eyes. The smiling “mouth” is filled with
various vegetables depending on the product’s type. It is a simple solution to meet new positive brand and to differentiate products.

CLIENT

The Erkonproduct group,
Moscow

TASK

Canned vegetables
packaging design

CLIENT

The Erkonproduct group,
Moscow

TASK

Canned vegetables
packaging design

PACKAGING DESIGN OF THE
BONFRAIS CREAM CHEESE

BRIEF
The Tula Dairy Plant is one of the largest food industry companies in the
Tula region. It also has a leading position in milk processing industry the
region. The plant asked the Gordost to design a logo and packaging for
the Bonfrais cream cheese for 3 SKU product line. The Gordost had to
create a logo and packaging which would be associated with pleasure
and fine dining and make people to make a trial purchase.
IDEA
The inspiration for the design was taken from the Bonfrais cream cheese
gentle and delicate taste.
SOLUTION
As a result, the illustration turned out to be very light, almost weightless, setting associations with French delicacies. The main element of
the image is a French chef whose eyes are closed with pleasure while
tasting the product. Peculiarity of the cheese is conveyed in the packaging: the French retro-graphics refers to the world traditions of cheese
making, the characteristics of taste are reflected in the packaging style
which resembles spots on a cow’s body. The Bonfrais cheese is highly
valued by outstanding chefs and it has now become available in retail.
This means that everyone has an opportunity to compare it with the
French samples. Bon appétit!

CLIENT

The Tula Dairy Plant,
Tula

TASK

Cream cheese
packaging design, 3 SKU

CLIENT

The Tula Dairy Plant,
Tula

TASK

Cream cheese
packaging design, 3 SKU

VIP’S
BE INDIVIDUAL!

OBJECTIVE
Alcohol-free VIP’s drink is created for modern teenagers who tend to
get recognized in life taking after young and successful people. To get
closer to its target audience, the owners of “Niagara” National Water
Company decided to completely change its design approach for the first
time within the past 6 years. The main task was to develop a bright, free,
bold and young image for the package.
SOLUTION
As the main idea it was decided to give it a bright urban “graffiti” style,
which would combine both deviant and legitimate practices of self-expression. Graphics is a versatile thing and fits any youth subculture, so
that means it has maximum exposure.
The main characters of its design are stylish people of both genders.
Their faces are half-sunk into the drink which creates an impression of
being filled with taste. This way such images quickly become an eye
stopper for teens. Contrasting colors work well to help the product
stand out on a shelf and induce its purchase. Consumers can pick a drink
not only due to the combination of its taste and color but also by associating themselves with one of the characters, all-out showing their own
individuality.

CLIENT

“Niagara” National Water
Company, Chelyabinsk

TASK

Alcohol-free VIP’s drink
packaging design, 8 SKU

PACKAGING DESIGN OF THE
MILBOURG CREAM CHEESE

BRIEF
Milbourg is an imaginary city which exists only on the packaging of the
product. For some time we became storytellers and came up with an
idea of a wonderful country with beautiful wooden houses, huge green
meadows and grazing cows. This is Milbourg, a milk capital where the
best natural cream cheese is made. On the packaging there is a part
of the city map which resembles spots on a cow’s body. No one knows
where the paths in the map will lead, but the only thing that is known
for sure is that they are as unpredictable and interesting as the taste of
the Milbourg cream cheese

CLIENT

The Tula Dairy Plant,
Tula

TASK

Cream cheese
packaging design, 3 SKU

CLIENT

The Tula Dairy Plant,
Tula

TASK

Cream cheese
packaging design, 3 SKU

DESIGN OF THE HEATSHRINK PACKAGING OF THE
SOLE DEL SUD WINES

BRIEF
A group of food industry enterprises OOO “TsPI-Ariant” (ООО ЦПИАриант) decided to introduce a series of table wines called The sun of
the South (Sole del Sud). There are two types: red semisweet and white
semisweet. The affordable wine has to be competitive and generally
stand out among the imported wines of the econom segment.
IDEA
To draw the attention of the potential customers, the products of the
new wine brand have to stand out among other brands. The Gordost
brand agency had to create a design of the bottle which looked like an
imported product evoking pleasant memories of a tourist trip and associations with a holiday at sea.
SOLUTION
Heat shrink sleeve technology enabled to create a bright color spot, using the entire surface of the bottle. The design is based on a picturesque
seascape. The colors are changed depending on the type of the product. The landscape in the image refers to the Mediterranean style. The
Spanish names of the brand (Sole del Sud) and the types of wine (Tinto
Semidulce, Blanco Semidulce) emphasize the associations of OOO “TsPI
Ariant” products with a holiday in an European region with a rich wine
culture and also create a respectable image of the wine.

CLIENT
OOO “TsPI-Ariant” ,
Chelyabinsk

TASK

Design of the heat-shrink packaging
of the Sole del Sud wines

CLIENT
OOO “TsPI-Ariant” ,
Chelyabinsk

TASK

Design of the heat-shrink packaging
of the Sole del Sud wines

SHADES BORN GOOD
FARMING. FARM MEAT
PACKAGING DESIGN

BRIEF
The owner of the Gryadka restaurant in Yekaterinburg decided to launch
home delivery service which would deliver farm products. He asked the
Gordost agency to design the packaging of meat products that come
from a variety of farming enterprises. All the enterprises have the same
concept of ecological purity and natural freshness.
IDEA
The Gryadka meat products stand out among bulk products because
of the design which highlights the fact the products are original and
unique. The packaging is designed to point out the delicate approach to
meat production, a sensitive approach to farming and the proper animal
feeding, which affects the food characteristics in a positive way, taste
and safety of the products.
SOLUTION
The main idea of the design is not to use food styling which implies
demonstrating meat or plating. Instead of this, the emphasis is shifted
on the production process. There is special philosophy which predetermines the choice of the customers. Manual work comes first. There is an
image of a farmer whose hands are put together and it is easy to spot
shade pictures of animals. This refers to caring attitude to the animals
(like when hunters put a plant sprig in the jaws of their trophy). There
are the main principles and values of the company on the back side of
the packaging so that a customer can easily read about them. Soft and
smooth lines in pencil, drawn shadows and an ascetic portrait of the
worker on the back of the packaging show the simple view and affection of the author to the meat production. An individual labeling of the
product mass, indicating the date of its production and a map of the location of a particular farm demonstrates the high quality of the product.

CLIENT

Farm products home delivery
service, Yekaterinburg

TASK

Farm meat
packaging design, 8 SKU

CLIENT

Farm products home delivery
service, Yekaterinburg

TASK

Farm meat
packaging design, 8 SKU

PACKAGING DESIGN OF
THE FRAULEIN BOTANICA
COSMETICS

BRIEF
The First Kraft Cosmetic Company from Yekaterinburg presented a new
line of cosmetic products. The Fräulein Botanica line includes such products as shower gel, shampoo and liquid soap. The products are designed
for young women who are aware of the negative impact of the external
environment on the skin and want to avoid it.
IDEA
The Gordost brand agency had to design a brand for the Fräulein Botanica cosmetics. Bright and modern packaging had to appeal to the
young female customers and emphasize the natural origin of the product so that it stands out among the competitors’ ones.
SOLUTION
The center of the packaging composition is the brand logo written using a cheerful font with stylized leaves. The logo is surrounded by berry,
fruit and floral ingredients in a watercolor style creating an image of
freshness and naturalness. The color differentiation enables customers
to find the type of product they need. A stylish pattern causes a positive
emotional response among customers and defines the brand as a modern, natural and active one.

CLIENT

The First Kraft Cosmetic Company,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Fraulein botanica cosmetics
packaging design (12 SKU)

CLIENT

The First Kraft Cosmetic Company,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Fraulein botanica cosmetics
packaging design (12 SKU)

PACKAGING DESIGN OF THE
FRAU BOTANICA COSMETICS

BRIEF
The Frau Botanica cosmetic products produced by the First Kraft Cosmetic Company are made for middle-aged women who trust Russian
brands and choose products very carefully considering value for money.
In the new line there are such products as liquid soap, shower gel and
shampoo.
IDEA
The Gordost agency took up the design of the new trustworthy brand.
The design of the brand products had to meet the needs and values
of potential customers, create an image of natural and safe cosmetics
based on herbal ingredients.
SOLUTION
The Frau Botanica packaging design is made in the calm “pharmaceutic” style without additional details The logo is located at the top of the
label, and the main part houses images of the natural ingredients that
make up the product. Colorful and mouth-watering juicy fruits, herbs,
nuts and leaves emphasize the natural origin of soap, shower gel and
shampoo. The same effect is created by the green label “Live Cosmetics” which was also put on the label. The Frau Botanica design conveys
respectability, elegance and care to meet the customers’ needs.

CLIENT

The First Kraft Cosmetic Company,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Frau botanica cosmetics
packaging design (12 SKU)

CLIENT

The First Kraft Cosmetic Company,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Frau botanica cosmetics
packaging design (12 SKU)

CLIENT

Bakehouse «Pirogi.ru»,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Logo, identity,
packaging design

CLIENT

Bakehouse «Pirogi.ru»,
Yekaterinburg

TASK

Logo, identity,
packaging design

